The German Economy

- Germany is considered the largest exporter in the world.

- In 2008, Germany exported goods valued at 955 Billion Euros. (Comment: At a 1 Jan 2008 exchange rate of 1 Euro to U.S. $1.5, 955 Euros was equaled approximately U.S $1385.)

- 40% of its economy and one third \(\frac{1}{3}\) of its Employment are connected to the export.

- The vehicle’s division is considered the most important and the biggest part exports where it is 17% of 2008 exports.

- Germany is considered the economic engine of Europe.

Germany has suffered from the economic crises where its sales abroad have regressed, and the economy experts say it will regress this year at a percentage of 15%.

- The hope the Arabic market will compensate the fall of sales in some important markets, therefore, they are concentrating on some of the countries that are intending on investing huge amounts, such as

- Algeria decided to invest 150 Billion Dollars until 2014

- Saudi Arabia intends to invest 100 Billion Dollars

- And also Libya.
- And they are craving for Iraq and particularly the north, such the city of Arbil. In his last visit to Iraq, the former economic minister said, the security condition has improved in all Iraq, and not in the north only, and in this he wanted to encourage the German investor.

- Qatar for example, it imports German products more than Morocco despite its population is only equal to 5% of the population of Morocco.

- Boycotting the German automobile means harm to the Automotive sector first and with it other companies will be hurt also, such as BASF the largest Chemical company in the world, and also the steel industry, both are important sectors in Germany. Boycotting the German automotive will lead to the loss of jobs, and shortage in tax income to the government and other damages, and this the intention of the rosary in the tape, companies connected to others and their destiny at the end of the journey is one, called hope. (Dominoeffekt) Domino effect.

- In case there was a call for boycotting the German merchandise, it better to have a substitute to the German technology, and the substitute may be the Japanese or the South Korean.

  First: Japan has a technology to cover the needs of the people, who want to dispense with the German goods,

  Second: Japan is going through a destructive and fierce crises, this may be a clear message to Japan if this was suitable, this is a suggestion, and I do not know anything about Japan.

  And it is almost the same situation in regard to South Korea, but it is distinguished by being far from participation in the Animosity against the Muslims, and it pulled its troops from Afghanistan, and other than that.

  Advice: avoid talking about the Jews and Palestine when talking to the Germans. This subject is very sensitive to in Germany, and it will bring negative results to our goal. I think if we were able to tell the people that we are with Germany, we only mean to get them out of Afghanistan; the people will understand our position, God willing.

- Perhaps the double standard will serve you in encouraging the Muslims.
After the publishing of the caricatures insulting Prophet Muhammad in Denmark, the German Minister of the Interior called asked all the European Newspapers to publish the caricatures, and it has a weight since it was not said by a minister of some country, but the Interior Minister of a country that has the largest publishing house in Europe (Axel-Springer Verlag), and what is important to mention is, the same minister promised reporters from Der Spiegel a day before the first Summit of Islam that if anyone described him in this Summit as a Kafir (Infidel), he will face problems.

Mentioning this will serve us in spreading fear among the Media personalities believing publishing them, means targeting them. If the Media is afraid, the barrier between the truth and the people is broken. Fearing for their lives, the media will publish what encourages the people to vote for who wants to pull the troops, and only God knows.

(End Text of Translation):